Please notice that your new Heated Shiatsu Massage Bed comes with new upgrades; please refer to the pictures below for proper installation and use of the equipment.

Instead a front heat projector we now have an integrated Small Healing Pad

The Front Heat Projector was replaced with a flexible and multi-use Far-Infrared Heat Healing Pad

The Healing Pad is a completely flexible format and can be controlled by the massage bed remote. It can also be detached from the bed and used as a stand alone item that can be plugged into a regular 110v socket or can be with a 12v adapter to be enjoyed while driving so that you always enjoy the benefits and the amazing feeling of Far Infrared Heat.

The flexibility of the pad allows it to be contoured to specifics body parts such as a shoulder or a knee or simply placed over the stomach for an incredibly relaxing feeling.
Because of the above changes the bed comes with a new power box; the picture below shows you the proper way to connect your equipment:

Please notice that on page 5 of your Use and Care Manual there is a mistake in the List of Parts:

(L) Long Screws should read (8)
(M) Short Screws should read (8)
(N) Nuts should read (12)

Other available accessories include:

- 3 Bulbs Projectors
- 6 Bulbs Projectors
- 11 Bulbs Projectors
- Cushion Top
- Leg Weight